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Dantherm ACT 7 – air-conditioner



Air-conditioner



When in need of temporary small-scale cooling, an efficient and easily implemented solution is required. The ACT 7 mobile water-cooled air-conditioner can deliver efficient cooling in a matter of minutes with no cooling knowledge or special training required to install the unit.
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Key features







	





Sturdy metal construction



	





High-efficiency cooling circuit



	





Can be installed without prior training



	





Quick-connect cooling line connectors








	





Indoor unit with step-less variable fan speed and adjustable grille



	





Up to 30 meter installation distance between indoor and outdoor units



	





Slim water and glycol hose connection eliminates need for large air ducts

















Whether the requirement is to cool down a retail space, marquee, warehouse or even an office where the existing air-conditioning system has broken down, the ACT 7 will get the job done. With its robust and lightweight build, it is ideally suited to withstand the wear and tear characterising the rental market.

Whole-room cooling

In contrast to most air-cooled units, the ACT 7 will provide whole-room cooling without the need to continually exhaust internal air.

In addition, the unit does not require mounting of an exhaust air duct to an outside wall. Getting the ACT 7 up and running is simply a matter of connecting the cooling line connectors to the outdoor heat rejection unit.

How it works

The ACT 7 absorbs the heat into a refrigerant cooling system. From there, the heat is transferred to the self-containing chilled water/glycol system. It is then pumped through to the outdoor unit where the water is cooled and the heat dissipates.

The indoor unit is connected to the outdoor unit via two 22mm quick-connect, self-sealing flexible hoses. These hoses are supplied in 5m or 15m lengths and can be connected to a maximum length of 30m.

Control panel

Cooling mode switch
Select either ‘recirculation’ or ‘air-conditioning’ mode. In ‘air-conditioning’ mode, the electronic thermostat automatically controls the room temperature at the cooling set point from 8°C to 35°C.

LCD display panel
Shows the actual and set point temperature, operation modes and equipment status including any alarms. The cooling set point can be adjusted using the display.

Fan speed control dial
Step-less adjustment of air flow for maximum comfort.











Product specifications







	
Select model:


	

ACT 7 (EU)


	

ACT 7 (UK)





Select a product model
ACT 7 (EU)
ACT 7 (UK)




















	
Specifications
	
Units
	
ACT 7 (EU)

	

Operating range – inside temperature

	

°C


	

8-35



	

Operating range – outside temperature

	

°C


	

0-40



	

Air flow internal (step-less variable)

	

m3/h


	

930 -1,310



	

Power supply

	

V/Hz


	

230/1ph/50



	

Fuse

	

A


	

16



	

Nominal running current

	

A


	

11.2



	

Nominal power consumption

	

kW


	

2.6



	

Cooling capacity

	

kW


	

7.0



	

Sound level @ 3m (max. speed)

	

dB(A)


	

56



	

Product size (h x w x d)

	

mm


	

1070 x 852 x 420



	

Weight – indoor unit

	

kg


	

117








Operating range – inside temperature



8-35



°C




 

Operating range – outside temperature



0-40



°C




 

Air flow internal (step-less variable) 



930 -1,310



m3/h




 

Power supply



230/1ph/50



V/Hz




 

Fuse



16



A




 

Nominal running current 



11.2



A




 

Nominal power consumption



2.6



kW




 

Cooling capacity



7.0



kW




 

Sound level @ 3m (max. speed)



56



dB(A)




 

Product size (h x w x d)



1070 x 852 x 420



mm




 

Weight – indoor unit



117



kg




 







	
Specifications
	
Units
	
ACT 7 (UK)

	

Operating range – inside temperature

	

°C


	

8-35



	

Operating range – outside temperature

	

°C


	

0-35



	

Air flow internal (step-less variable)

	

m3/h


	

930 -1,310



	

Power supply

	

V/Hz


	

230/1ph/50



	

Fuse

	

A


	

13



	

Nominal running current

	

A


	

11.0



	

Nominal power consumption

	

kW


	

2.5



	

Cooling capacity

	

kW


	

7.0



	

Sound level @ 3m (max. speed)

	

dB(A)


	

56



	

Product size (h x w x d)

	

mm


	

1070 x 852 x 420



	

Weight – indoor unit

	

kg


	

117








Operating range – inside temperature



8-35



°C




 

Operating range – outside temperature



0-35



°C




 

Air flow internal (step-less variable) 



930 -1,310



m3/h




 

Power supply



230/1ph/50



V/Hz




 

Fuse



13



A




 

Nominal running current 



11.0



A




 

Nominal power consumption



2.5



kW




 

Cooling capacity



7.0



kW




 

Sound level @ 3m (max. speed)



56



dB(A)




 

Product size (h x w x d)



1070 x 852 x 420



mm




 

Weight – indoor unit



117



kg




 

















Suitable for







	






Buildings and commercial spaces




	






Data centres and telecoms




	






Events and festivals









	






General industry and production




	






Leisure and recreation




	






Rental companies





















Accessories and consumables
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Dantherm HEX 7000 for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 481925



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm Connection hose set – 5m for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 053394



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm Connection hose set – 10m for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 054280



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm Connection hose set – 15m for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 052583



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm T-split set for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 051921



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm Duct spigot kit for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 099927



Accessory for ACT 7
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Dantherm Forklift guides for ACT 7 air-conditioner




Product code: 098513



Accessory for ACT 7

































Useful downloads
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Dantherm ACT 7 product guide




Guides
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Dantherm ACT 7 user manual




Manuals
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Looking to buy?

Get in touch and we will connect you with the right office or dealer.






Contact us
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Looking for spares?

The direct route to spare parts for your equipment.






Find spares
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Looking for servicing?

Contact us for help in finding the right service professional near you.






Get service
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Master BC 121 – evaporative cooler




Portable air coolers



Green and cost-effective cooling unit with integrated UV light. Ideal for open and semi-open spaces of up to 150m².
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Master BC 80 – evaporative cooler




Evaporative coolers



Green and cost-effective natural cooling solution ideal for open and semi-open spaces of up to 180m².
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Equipment you can rely on in a cooling emergency



Why the ACT 7 is top choice for rental companies
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Maurice van der Kooij

16th Jun 2021
 - 6 min read
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Temporary cooling for hire companies in Benelux



Dryfast solves urgent cooling needs of the rental and construction industries
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Maurice van der Kooij

25th Feb 2021
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Portable air-conditioners for rental emergencies



Learn why Polypoles has 100 ACT 7 units in their rental fleet
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Enquire about this product



Complete your details below and the right person from our expert team will get back to you.
For service and spare parts enquiries please include serial number and product type in the Message field.



































Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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